
Called Away
Called Away is a miraculous Otherworldly Arc. It’s suitable for

characters who find themselves drawn away from the normal world into
a place of heightened reality.

Called Away connects you to a concept like “Hope” or “Truth”—
But the core conceit of the Arc is that this isn’t an abstract thing. It’s
not just an ideal. For you it becomes a thing of substance. It’s like, if
enough people hope for something, the central point of their hopes will
have themana orwish power of Hope in it. If someone sleeps in a crypt,
they’ll pick up the mana of Death.

That reified (physical-ized) concept is your Estate.
Your quest miracles will let you touch on it, to a limited extent—

you’ll be able to wield, e.g., Hope or Truth—but mostly, they’ll be about
the things of its substance. Maybe you can work with unfiltered Hope
now and then, but mostly you’ll work with the Hopeful and Hoped-
For—with the things that are rich in Hope’s mana. Or, if your Estate is
Love, maybe you’ll hand that mana out: rather than creating Love with
a snap of your fingers, you’ll add a bit of extra oomph here and there in
the process as a particular relationship grows into love.

You’ll work with, and become a part of, the panoply and the regalia
of your Estate.

And here’s the biggest part of that—
Somewhere, beyond or at least slightly estranged from the normal

world, there is a place that is a primordial wellspring of that mana, sub-
stance of and source to your Estate. A land of Wonder, Dreams, Hope,
or Sorrow. A world of Ambition, Pride, Glory, or Death. A ship, per-
haps, that is the heart of Serenity. A brass sphere, perhaps, that holds
the secrets of Time.

That is your Realm—
A place rich in meaning, even if it’s never explicitly stated, and the

place to which you are Called Away.
Called Away offers the following abilities:
ŭ In their Shadow
ŭ Spirit Walking
ŭ Into the Mittelmarches
ŭ Traveler’s Blessing (at Arc 1+)
ŭ Break the Boundaries (at Arc 1+)
ŭ Catalytic (at Arc 1+)
ŭ Strange, Foreign Treasures (at Arc 2+)
ŭ Estrange (at Arc 2+)
ŭ Shape the Realm (at Arc 3+)
ŭ Investiture (at Arc 3+)
ŭ Stumble In (at Arc 4+)
ŭ Arrive in Force (at Arc 4+)
ŭ To Become the Villain (at Arc 5)
In addition, Main Characters receive the power Sickly (pg. 489,

CMWGE) while actively pursuing this Arc.

Choosing Your Estate
Like most Otherworldly Arcs, Called Away binds you to an ele-
ment/Estate. For instance, it might give you power over the substances
of…

ŭ Hope
ŭ Destruction
ŭ School Spirit
ŭ Despair
ŭ Arrogance
ŭ Ambition
ŭ Truth
ŭ Power
ŭ Acceptance
ŭ Repentance

ŭ Forgiveness
ŭ Growth
ŭ Study
ŭ Dreams
ŭ Glory
ŭ Science
ŭ Love
ŭ Magic
ŭ Prosperity
ŭ Flourishing or
ŭ Death
Your Estate is something like that—though, as noted, the noun form,

the physicality of it: not just “Ambition,” say, not even mostly Ambi-
tion, but “The Ambitious, and the Things they Strive For.” Not just
“Science” but the coolest labs, themost vibrant minds, the most science-
y stuff.

… what’s yours?

Choosing Your Realm
Somewhere out there, usually twisted halfway away from the world you
know, there is a primal, primordial well of your Estate. There is a place
which breathes it, which embodies it, which is throughout itself a subtle
or blatant metaphor for your Estate—

Sometimes called your Chancel, your Realm, or your Principle-
Realm.

In play, I’d rather the connection were kind of understated. It
doesn’t do any good to go around talking about your Realm as “oh,
this is Celestia, the Realm of Hope” or “this is Oz, the magic land of
Belief.”

But when you’re figuring out what your Realm is like? At its basis?
Keep your Estate firmly in mind.

The usual way of things is that your Chancel is a magical world, a
deep and hidden special place that exists “around the corner” from the
ordinary world. That’s not obligatory: it’s permissible to choose some-
where that isn’t hidden at all, like “high society” or “Little Island”—but
you should normally be thinking in terms of hidden temples, mobile
Regions like Bluebell Park or the evil island, magical kingdoms you
find hiding out in your closet, dreamlands, secret forests, or networks
of caves.

This Realm represents your Estate—
Not blatantly, perhaps; it’s not like people are riding around on

hope-cycles while wearing their hope-pants in the Realm of Hope. They
don’t give constant speeches on hope and they don’t feel it all the time.
They don’t even add “hopefully ” to the end of every sentence!

… but your Realm should make a pretty good metaphor.
Like, the land of Hope might be the Sky Kingdom, Celestia—up in

the sky, because it’s a thing of hope, a thing that inspires. Or it could
be the final layer of the Outside, farther than the farthest thing in all the
worlds—yet still reachable, and beautiful, if you’re game to try.

The Realm of Time, I am told, is a great biomechanical brass sphere.
Invaders constantly assault it: their dead flesh hardens into nacreous
layers of brass.

Wickedness might dwell on the evil island.
The trees feast on our bones in the jungles of Death.
Your Principle-Realm should be a useful place. It doesn’t have to be

a techno-magical utopia where you can hit any old street piñata with a
stick and useful nanotechnology and magical artifacts will fall out—but
it should be the kind of place that could be useful in, er, principle.

You know?
Like, when you first encounter it, it’ll probably be a little bit fright-

ening. There should be something going wrong, or some threat, or the



place as a whole should be inherently scary—
But that’s just for drama.
There should also be the sense, at least OOC, that when you really

get to know the place, you’ll be able to find cool treasures and followers
there—that it’ll be a great source for future power-ups, plot devices, and
toys.

What kind of a place is your Realm?

SIDEBAR A Few More Words on its Treasures
Your Realm is estranged from your ordinary life. If your Realm is a
strange fairyland, then you may find magical items and spells there—
e.g., a twig of rowan that can shelter you from your enemies or a broom
that will allow you to fly. But that doesn’t change the fact that “I grab
a rowan twig to protect myself from gunfire” or “I hop on a broom and
fly away” is a weird and atypical Intention. At most it just establishes
that, hey, yeah, things like thatcould possibly work.

So here’s the general rule.
Anything that you can use in your Chancel, that you wouldn’t nor-

mally have access to, has a strong tendency to have an Obstacle or feasi-
bility issue when brought to the normal world. Creatures similarly have
some reason that they’d have trouble getting around, surviving, or func-
tioning well. Even if your Chancel is completely mundane, like “the
secret world of the ultra-wealthy,” you’ll find that your titanium golf
clubs—that work so well in the hidden golf courses of the wealthy—
just don’t do a great job with the hoi polloi playingWii Sports.

This stuff won’t fail—well, the golf clubs might, but this stuff won’t
in general—

But there’ll be a level 2-4 Obstacle, or the idea will be inherently
flawed.

In one respect, this is disempowering—if you do have street piñatas
full of super-tech and magical artifacts, then it’s inconvenient that you
can’t just haul bagsful of it back to the world. In another respect, though,
it might be just great—it means the stuff from your Realm gets to be
pretty awesome, even if the game world is kind of low-key.

Once you hit Arc 2, you’ll be able to overcome these Obstacles and
issues to a limited degree, gaining more reliable access to fairy magic,
titanium golf clubs, magic wands, brooms, rowan twigs, lasers, battle-
suits, or, well, whatever you have.

Choosing its Properties
Your Principle-Realm counts as its own Region—though it’s often “part
of” or “a spin-off from” an existing Region—so it’ll need a set of 5-7
Properties.

I don’t think you need to choose them all now, but I do think you
should pick 1-2. Things to be statements about… life, or truth, or how
to live, or how the world works. Things to give the Region its feeling.
Its character/mood.

To choose these, basically, think about how you feel—you meaning
“you, your PC, or a person in general”—in the presence of your Estate.

For instance, when you’re angry, you feel like what’s happening
right in that moment is really important. If you ever stop feeling like
whatever you’re angry about actually matters, the mood turns to irri-
tation or something instead. So a Property for the Principle-Realm of
Anger might be “This stuff is important.”

Another might be: “You just don’t understand.”
If you find yourself wanting to use the name of the Estate itself—

like, if you want to write that “anger is boiling inside me”—I like to
trade the Estate-reference out for some physical feature of the realm.
Like, “Storm clouds are boiling in the sky.” Or if your Estate is, e.g.,
Mystery, and you’re not really sure what to say for the Chancel Proper-
ties, and you fall back on “there are mysteries around you” or “mysteries
must be, um, full of … mystery?” You could try fog is always around
you or the streets must be full of mystery,instead.

Anyway, please pick 1-2 Properties now. Try to fill out the rest, as
inspiration strikes, over time.

Choosing your Shadow
There is a Shadow that falls over your Realm. There is something twist-
ing it, corrupting it, risking it becoming a twisted deconstruction of what
it ought to be.

It takes the form of a person—
ŭ a great enemy, seeking to conquer it;
ŭ a missing element—someone who was critical to the Realm, but

who was lost, damaged, or corrupted, leaving the Realm dam-
aged or hollow;

ŭ a fallible person in power—a King or Queen or god or reigning
witch who’s failing at the task of keeping things in good order;
or

ŭ a future rival—someone who wants to take the Realm in a direc-
tion that isn’tobjectively wrong, but which you’ll find unaccept-
able.

And it probably seems like something abhorrent—faceless, cack-
ling evil for the sake of, well, evil1—or some other trope like a ruthless
invasion or curse.

But there’s something more going on.
You don’t necessarily know this at first, you see, but your Shadow

is also a person in your life—someone close to you. A mirror to you—
your own shadow. Like, they’re the other half of your soul. Your twin.
Or, you were created a long time ago as a magical doppelganger of
theirs. Or, they’re the sempai you try to model yourself after. Or your
parent, your child, or some other relation. At the very least, they’re
someone thematically parallel to you—

If you knew their whole life story you would feel they were kin.
Like I said, you don’t necessarily know that at first. And even if

you do know that, you don’t necessarily know that it’s them. Like,
maybe you’re playingSoun Shounen, the Idol and you do know that
Soun Shoujo’s your twin sister—

But who’d guess the Star Queen twisting your Realm could be her?
Eventually, though, as you come to understand things, it’ll make

more sense. You’ll realize that you’re not dealing with faceless, cack-
ling evil, but rather something more nuanced:

ŭ a relatable person, or
ŭ a hollow being, a necessary alternate mask or puppet for the Es-

tate, that’s either:
ŭ soulless or
ŭ has taken over somebody you know.

And things’ll make more sense when you do.
Anyway.
You don’t have to figure all this out now. Just pick something that

you’ll know as a player: what’s really going on, or what seems to be go-
ing on, or who your Shadow secretly is, or, well, you know, something.

Something to hang all the rest that you learn on.
What’cha got?

Powers
In Their Shadow
Type: Bond, level 2

Cost: —
You wouldn’t think you’d be related to your Arc’s Shadow.

You’re… well, you. They’re… well, a horror that haunts your Realm,
or the source of a great curse upon it, or its one-time heart and salvation
(now corrupted, or lost.)

You wouldn’t think it. But there’s a connection, even so.
Their shadow falls over you, as it does over your Realm. They’re

close to you, spiritually, in fact, they’re basically the same person, spiri-
1unless your Realm is Evil’s Realm, in which case… faceless, cackling good?



tually, and you may find out later on that they’re close in blood or nature
as well.

That relationship manifests itself as a level 2 Bond.
You dream of them. Often these dreams are meaningful or

divinatory—in Chuubo’s, that’s usually possible, and it usually has an
Obstacle, so if you form an appropriate Intention this Bond comes into
play.

You get them. Probably much more than you’d want to. So this
Bond is also useful for:

ŭ impersonating them,
ŭ imitating them, and most importantly,
ŭ acting in their characteristic, understood style.
Spiritually? Like I said, you’re all but indistinguishable.
If their magic weapon only works for them… by default, it works

for you. If their castle doors magically only open for them… by default,
they’ll open for you. If somebody’s made a weapon that’s designed to
attack the Arc’s Shadow on sight, it… probably attacks you.

You and others can work around this effect—for instance, yelling,
“Stupid weapon! Do I look like I’m seven feet tall and covered in
spikes? No? THEN STOP HITTING ME” or whatever—but any time
you want to exploit this spiritual consanguinity you can bring the Bond
to bear.

If your Shadow is the kind of being that can survive without food,
water, or air, or with an alternate source of such, you can generally feed
off of the same as long as you immerse yourself thoroughly in their
mindset. As usual, this feature of a Bond is kind of niche but it could
be important if your Shadow’s some kind of star horror that frequently
travels through an airless, lightless space.

Spirit Walking
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—manifest a phantom self in another world or place
ŭ 1MP—use this power a second or later time in a handful of hours
ŭ 2 MP—use this power a second or later time in a scene
ŭ 4 MP—manifest multiple phantom selves simultaneously.

(You’re still limited to two simultaneous actions as a player, al-
though those actions can be things like “act normally” or “orga-
nize everyone into an army.”)

Sometimes you may find yourself separated from people who are
important to you; from scenes you would like to participate in; from
places close to your heart.

Invoke Spirit Walking and you can show up anyway.
Your real self or real body—well, it’s somewhere. It’s where it is.

But that stops mattering. It’s up to you exactly what that means. Maybe
your real self fades into a fugue or a trance state. Maybe you keep doing
whatever you had just been doing, but it’s like Little Island at night—
it’s all faded, unmemorable, you’ll never look around and realize, “Oh,
hey, my real body’s still doing stuff.” Heck, for all I know, your real
self is dead.

And meanwhile—
You show up somewhere else.
Pick a couple of conditions—maybe even really broad ones, like “if

there’s sunlight nearby, or a gift from me there, or if somebody men-
tions my name”—and, as long as nobody’s going out of their way to
keep those conditions from applying, you just… slip in… near the tar-
geted person or in the targeted location or scene.

This projected self isn’t all the way there, but it’s emotionally real
and it’s conceptually you. It can do routine tasks. It can participate in
social interactions. It can take XP Actions for you2 and participate in
others’… but at the same time, it’s not fully real. It’s the ghost story
version of you… the version that doesn’t leave proper footprints, that

you blink and it’s gone. And what that means, in practice, is that your
projection has trouble…

ŭ breaking things,
ŭ coming up with new solutions,
ŭ processing rapidly changing environments,
ŭ acquiring actionable intelligence on your behalf, and
ŭ conveying actionable intelligence to others.
Most generally, it has trouble “making an impact on the world.”
When you’re a projection and you’re trying to make a small impact

on the world or get a clear sense of what’s going on in some dramatic
event, these difficulties usually manifest as a level 1-2 Obstacle or Auc-
toritas. When you’re a projection and you need a bigger presence, when
there’s something that you need to be all the way there for—e.g., break-
ing someone out of a locked attic, innovating a new corporate strategy,
having a first date with someone, memorizing coded coordinates, saving
someone from falling off a cliff, or whatever—this Obstacle or Auctori-
tas is bumped up to 4. These aren’t hard numbers, though. Instead, you
can think of it as a powerful Bleak effect:

“You aren’t actually there.”
If you have a Trait like Ghost Magic or Superior Dreamer, or

engage in one of the remedies to the Bleak3, you’ve got a shot at over-
coming this bleak effect.

I should also note that your not actually being there puts a level 1-2
Obstacle or Auctoritas in the way of anyone else attempting to:

ŭ spot your projection’s arrival or departure; or
ŭ obtain definitive evidence (not counting personal interaction) that

you were or weren’t actually there.
Further, if they want to hurt you or psychologically break you, and

they come anywhere close to succeeding, then someone (them, you, or
someone) must overcome the bleak effect of your dampened presence
or, just before you actually get hurt or broken, Spirit Walking will re-
flexively end.

SIDEBAR In Play
Here’s how this power will tend to play out:

While the “real” you is stuck in another world, or another country,
or writhing in agony in a tank beneath the School…

ŭ … you eat lunch, and make small talk, with a friend.
ŭ … someone tries to track you down: they find your lab empty,

only, there aresigns that someone who thinks like you has been
there recently, obsessively working on your current projects.

ŭ … someone stops by your home: you’re not there, but your front
porch has been swept.

ŭ … your sister visits a Church and prays for your dead parents;
she was sureyou were there with her—look! there’s that flower
arrangement on the table that you were adjusting, just to have
something to do with your hands!—but then she looked away for
a second, and you were gone, and nobody else there had seen you
at all.

Meanwhile, maybe the real you has had confusing visions of these
events and maybe you haven’t—maybe all the “real” you got was the
vague sourceless awareness that the friend you had lunch with is doing
OK, that your projects still aren’t working right back in the laboratory,
and that your sister’s beenmourning again. Ormaybe the real you “saw”
it all!

Occasionally Spirit Walking gets a bit more dynamic—e.g.,
ŭ you’ll find out something critical that you need to tell people

in another world, and you’ll struggle against the Obstacle a few
times before you find some way to work around it—

ŭ a Perk;
ŭ a quest miracle;
ŭ a burst of Will; or

2Particularly red, gold, purple, and silver actions.
3See pg. XX-XX of the core book, “Making Answer to the Bleak.”



ŭ just exploring what kinds of workarounds the HGmight let
you get away with until you learn that, e.g., it’s only Ob-
stacle 1 to leave cryptic notes on an unattended blackboard
for the grumpy, taciturn loner known as “Mystery Sleuth”
or

ŭ you’ll have recurring visions of someone in trouble some-
where else before you either go there with your actual body,
or use an answer to the Bleak, to help them out

ŭ or
ŭ you’ll have vivid dreams of your Chancel before your first

actual visit, accomplishing nothing actually meaningful
there but getting a few chunks of XP as you foreshadow
what is to come.

You can even learn—with the right powers or Skills—to completely
ignore the Obstacle associated with the ghostliness of your presence and
effectively live in two places at once. However, bear in mind that even
if you do learn to do this, your projection is still just a ghost-story you.
For instance, a level 2 Bond like “I’m driven to tactically exploit all my
abilities to the utmost” will usually overcome the standard Obstacle and
Auctoritas that minimize your presence…

But that doesn’t make you actually there.
All it means is that projection-you is able to notice that its mind and

body isn’t fully there, that it’s not fully you, that information isn’t flow-
ing in properly to and from your projection, and use its tactical acumen
to work around that, as best and however it can.

Into the Mittelmarches
Type: Miraculous Action

Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—1/chapter, summon the borders of your Realm
ŭ 1 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time in a handful of hours
ŭ 4 MP—invoke this power instantly.
Invoke Into theMittelmarches and conceive an Intention and with

that Intention you can force a break from reality—over the course of
the next few minutes, your Principle-Realm descends into where you
are, infecting the world with its Properties. Its physical nature intrudes,
merging with the edges of the normal reality. This doesn’t bring you
all the way into your Realm; rather, it summons the Realm’s edges, its
between-places portion, its—well, I call them its “mittelmarches”—and
a path opens through them all the way to the Realm.

Is this subtle or blatant? Is the road between worlds easy or hard?
Is the path one-way, or do your Realm’s creatures come tumbling out?

That’s a matter for the mundane action system to resolve—if you
happen to have a perfectly-applicable Skill like “Skill: Worldwalker,”
or a lot of practice, then it’s probably up to you. If you don’t, and you’re
using something like a Meditation Skill to shake up reality or a Drawing
Skill to draw a gate on the air, then this power makes it feasible, with
a level 0-2 Obstacle, but you won’t have that much control over the
outcome. At best you can work your way up the ladder of effects and
guarantee an effective or a productive result. You’ll need long months
of practice or a Trick Perk to figure all the details out.

You can sustain the summoning Intention to hold your Realm in
place and to keep the path open; otherwise, once summoned, your
Realm lingers until the end of the scene.

SIDEBAR Miracles, Combined with Intentions
If a miracle requires or enhances a mundane Intention, you can invoke
the miracle and the mundane action simultaneously—

“I start drawing a gate on the air, using Into the Mittelmarches” is
one action.

Or, you can invoke it to supplement an ongoing mundane Intention.
In that case, it’s a second, separate action.

You can’t invoke two miracles at once, but you can invoke one mir-
acle/Intention pair and later apply some other miracle to that Intention.
For instance, you could take the following two actions:

ŭ “I start drawing a gate on the air, using Into theMittelmarches.”
ŭ “Then, I bump up my drawing Skill, using the Ace.”

Traveler’s Blessing (Arc 1+)
Type: Miraculous Action

Cost:
ŭ 1 MP—a bit of good fortune finds you
Your Principle and your Principle-Realm are, in some sense, on your

side. When you need it, invoke Traveler’s Blessing for a bit of luck—
in your Principle-realm, you stumble on a friend, or spot a resource you
know how to exploit, or something good happens; in the real world,
your Principle manifests in a kind of fortuitous way.

Alternately, instead of a specific moment of good fortune, you can
invoke this power as a kind of general bonus to shaping or guiding
events in your Principle-Realm. The world tends to cooperate with you,
and you’ll tend to be very in tune with it, which typically amounts to a
+2 Realm-shaping Tool.4

Break the Boundaries (Arc 1+)
Type: Miraculous Action (or, for the 8 MP version, Imperial Miracle)

Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—open a lock, door, path, or mode of travel 1/book
ŭ 1 MP—use this power a second or later time per book
ŭ 2 MP—use this power a second or later time per chapter
ŭ 4MP—sustain this power for a while, affecting every hidden path

that might reveal itself, every mode of transportation you might
attempt, and every door or lock or obstacle that might stand in
your way.

ŭ 8 MP, 1 Deadly Wound—invoke an Imperial Miracle to weaken
such barriers throughout the Region.

Invoke Break the Boundaries with a mundane action to
ŭ unlock or open something;
ŭ discover a path, passage, or gate; or
ŭ use an unusual mode of travel;
and that action becomes about 3,000x more likely to succeed.
Thatmeans that for stuff like “does this just happen to be unlocked?”

“do I happen to have an ancestor that qualifies me as a blood relation
able to get through this magically-locked door?” or “can I surf on top
of the train?” you’re dealing with a level 0-1 Obstacle unless that’s just
plain out of the question. For more mechanistic stuff like “can I just
type this password at random?” it won’t help anywhere near as much,
but you’ll still be thousands of times faster at trying.

If you don’t want to bother with a mundane process, you can also
just invoke Break the Boundaries and cause a defined and physical
door, gate, lock, or barrier directly in your path to vanish. You can’t
use this version for more conceptual applications like dimensional gate-
ways, magical barriers, unusual modes of travel, and whatnot—just
when you’re straightforwardly, physically barred.

It is a standard game convention that when a character with Break
the Boundaries receives emotion XP, something near them unlocks or
opens. In Town, this is rarely a big deal or a plot thing, but it does inher-
ently increase the dramatic plausibility of someone finding something
open or unlocked in your vicinity. If you’re ever in an environment
where the idea becomes intrinsically meaningful, treat it as a full game
Convention.

Catalytic (Arc 1+)
Type: Miraculous Action

Cost:
4“typically” because sometimes you’re using miraculous actions to shape things, or you already have a large Tool bonus, or something weird is going on so that

the world being in tune with you won’t actually help.



ŭ 1 MP—1/chapter, inspire someone or something with the mana
of your Estate

ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time in the course of a few hours
Invoking Catalytic makes interacting with you more impactful—

one short interaction can convey as much of the mana of your Estate as
years spent in its presence otherwise would.

Are you an agent of Death? Then one touch of your hand can con-
vey as much of the weight of Death as years spent dying, or tending
the dying, or sleeping in crypts. Are you an agent of Hope? Then one
shared smile can be like years of privately nurturing Hope.

You’re—
You’re just, like… wham.
Catalytic specifically acts as a +3 Tool for mundane actions to in-

spire someone or something—to plant a seed of your Estate in your
target’s heart.5

In terms of inspiring people:
A productive (5+) result6 tends to function like the first point of an

Issue—
ŭ an inspiration of “School Spirit,” for instance, might hit someone

like the first point of aCalling. It’d haunt them, it’d inspire them,
and ultimately it’d lead them to something that they can do that
fulfills them—and that also turns their talents towards the service
of their school.

ŭ the mana of “Despair,” on the other hand, would have an effect
more like Sickness—or possibly like a Complex, afflicting the
target with a vision of their own doom to obsess them, to drive
them into wider and wider obsessive-thinking spirals, and even-
tually become a self-fulfilling prophecy that brings doom down
on their head.

ŭ the wish power of “Hope” might be more like the seed of aHero
Issue—encouraging the target to see the troubles of their life as
something to fight rather than something to be accepted. That
inspiration would drive them into escalating Trouble and Never
Say Die! Actions, building up their abilities but also their perils
until they faced off against their enemies in a climactic, heroic
scene.

—or, if you apply it to somebody whom you’ve already inspired, that
“Issue” would go up by a point (roughly) instead. Now, this is a rough
explanatory parallel and not a precise one, so please don’t try to track
your target’s precise Issue level and don’t demand the HG hand out
points in an actual Issue—but do expect Issue-level effects on the story,
and do think about what Issue(s) your inspiration is like.

P.S./Hint Hint: you can invoke this power while Spirit Walking.

Strange, Foreign Treasures (Arc 2+)
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost:
ŭ 1 MP—1/book, activate something from your Principle-Realm
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per book

You enchant something from your Principle-Realm—stabilizing it to
function normally in the rest of the cosmos. For the rest of the book…

ŭ the Obstacles and feasibility issues that might make technology
or magic from your Realm hard to use outside of it go away;

ŭ the major difficulties with transporting a person or creature from
your Realm—the things that would make it difficult or impos-
sible for them to survive, get around, or function in the normal
world—become manageable; or

ŭ some immobile structure from your Principle-Realmmaterializes
where you invoked this effect.

At the end of the book, structures fade back into the Principle-
Realm, creatures optionally return, and the Obstacles, feasibility issues,

and difficulties in general normally associated with this stuff once more
will apply.

Estrange (Arc 2+)
Type: Miraculous Action, Major, Bleak

Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—1/book, reshape 1+ people or things into a form that fits

your Chancel
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per book
ŭ 4 MP—invoke this power instantly
This power is an amendment to Into the Mittelmarches, and in-

cludes an invocation of the same: you call down the mittelmarches of
your Realm—

And, as you do so, you reshape something near you into a form
better suiting that place.

By default this power is a narrative thing—and, like a wish, it’ll
strive to be fitting. It won’t turn the target into what you want, but rather
into what they ought to be, which might not be at all what you want…

Except, you have two levers of control, if you should desire them.
ŭ First, this power is based on Into the Mittelmarches, so it in-

vokes an Intention. The more practice you have using the rele-
vant Skill to transform stuff, the more control you’ll have over
F/X. The higher your Intention level, the better control you’ll
have over outcomes.

ŭ Second, the more groundwork you do in advance of or while
taking action, the more context there is for this power to fit. If
you’re using the Storytelling Skill, for instance, to explain why
somebody should turn into a hedge-pig, and that’s the Inten-
tion you’re using to call down your Realm—well, the only way
they’re not gonna be a hedge-pig is if there’s some reason they
won’t. If your story is wrong, or if they have a better one, or if
your Realm doesn’t havethose, then sure, they might become a
crooked hedge-cop—but otherwise, you’ve got your hedge-pig,
just like you want.

ŭ _
ŭ If you’re using your Tinker Skill to graft hedge-pig parts on, well,

then that’s even more likely to work. (Who ever heard of grafting
hedge-pig parts onto somebody and getting a beautiful, magical
butterfly in result?7)

ŭ Third—well, really, “second, continued”—naming one of the
Properties of your Realm always counts as really good ground-
work. Like, if you want to roll someone back into being a child,
and your Realm is Fortitude, an ominous “remember where you
come from” is going to work even better than Tinkering with their
telomeres or telling a story of how they act like a child. Just be
sure the HG knows that that’s what you’re expecting to get!

Like Into the Mittelmarches, Estrange takes a few minutes to in-
voke. Once invoked, it’s non-destructive by nature—that is, it converts
your target, rather than throwing out what they were. Information about
what they were is not lost—and, in fact, it will eventually rise to the sur-
face again, undoing your transformation, if they spend too much time
outside of your Realm. Basically, if you don’t get them to your Realm
and force or convince them to stay there, their changes’ll tend to revert
by the end of the book.

At Arc 2-3, you can target a small area or a small handful of people.
Usually you’ll just get one person or thing, but I’m leaving it open in
case you want to turn some thugs into bugs or a horse and rider into a
centaur or five lions into a robot or, you know, whatever.

At Arc 4+, you can transform things on a neighborhood or even a
Regional scale.

5It might also give the occasional +1 bonus at just being, you know, important-seeming and cool.
6Pretty trivial to get, btw, with a +3 bonus
7Shut up, Leonardo. I don’t want to accept the existence of Incomparable Hedge-Pig Nose Cocoonment Chambers.



Shape the Realm (Arc 3+)
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost (Arc 3):
ŭ 0 MP—change the nature of your Realm, as a wish, 1/book
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per book.
Cost (Arc 4):
ŭ 0 MP—change the nature of your Realm, as a wish, 1/book
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per book.
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter.
Cost (Arc 5):
ŭ 0 MP—change the nature of your Realm, as a wish, 1/book
ŭ 1 MP—do so a second or later time per book.
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter.
You’ve seized a certain level of power over the functioning of your

Realm. Invoke Shape the Realm to reshape it, as if by a wish—
You speak your command to it, and the world twists to obey.

Investiture (Arc 3+)
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost (Arc 3):
ŭ 0 MP—find some useful treasure in your Principle-Realm,

1/book
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per book.
Cost (Arc 4):
ŭ 0 MP— find some useful treasure in your Principle-Realm,

1/book
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per book.
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter.
Cost (Arc 5):
ŭ 0 MP— find some useful treasure in your Principle-Realm,

1/book
ŭ 1 MP—do so a second or later time per book.
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter.
You may grant yourself or someone else a power taken from your

Principle-Realm. Consider
ŭ some trouble that you or a friend is having, or
ŭ a role that you want someone else to fulfill.
Form an Intention to address that.
This power then performs two functions:
ŭ “I wish I had something to help with that.” followed by
ŭ a free invocation of Strange, Foreign Treasures to bring it into

the world.

Stumble In (Arc 4+)
Type: Miraculous Action

Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—show up somewhere 1/book
ŭ 1 MP—use this power a second or later time per book
ŭ 2 MP—use this power a second or later time per chapter
Starting at Arc 4,invoke Stumble In to simply… show up, any-

where that isn’t heavily monitored or mystically sealed.

Arrive in Force (Arc 4+)
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost: 4 MP, 1 Deadly Wound
InvokeArrive in Force and frame an appropriate Intention and your

realm arrives in force. The ordinary world gives way— until the end of
the book, or a circumstance you name, your Chancel becomes physi-
cally contiguous or coterminous with either the local Region or a slice
out of several. You can dictate the structure of the overlap, e.g. super-
imposing your palace on a particular hill, and automatically facilitate
the functioning of all desired “strange, foreign treasures.” Invoking this
power inflicts a Deadly Wound upon you that cannot heal while the
effect remains in force; on the bright side, that wound effectively crys-
tallizes your Intention and miraculous power, so Arrive in Force does
not need to be sustained.

To Become the Villain (Arc 5)
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost: 4 MP
If you have a spare Perk slot for it, you may spend 4MP and receive

a freeAlternate Form Perk—you’re now playing, not just yourself, but
your Shadow (an entirely separate character.)

You merge with them, or discover that you’ve always been them, or
kill them and replace them (without anybody noticing) on their throne.
If they were lost, you recreate them, or split off a portion of your soul
to replace them. If they were damaged, you heal them with a part of
yourself.

This runs on generic Imperial miracle rules if you know how and
why that would happen; otherwise, it’s handled as a wish.

You can use this power more than once, if:
ŭ you abandoned the Alternate Form Perk, and now want it back;
ŭ you abandoned the Alternate Form Perk, and want to become

someone different with the HG’s permission; or
ŭ your two identities are a hit with the player group—players are

playing off of both of your identities for dramatic or comedic ef-
fect on a regular basis, everyone agrees that it’s at least mostly
a good thing that you’re playing two people—so you’ve decided
to step up and play three.

Otherwise, it won’t work again.


